March 1, 2024

The Honorable Christopher Wray
Director
Federal Bureau of Investigation
935 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20535

Dear Director Wray:

On February 14, 2024, Special Counsel David Weiss indicted Alexander Smirnov—a longtime confidential human source (CHS) for the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)—on allegations of making false statements to federal authorities.¹ Prior to the indictment, the FBI allowed Mr. Smirnov to serve as a CHS for over 14 years and earn a six-figure income, while maintaining “extensive and extremely recent” foreign intelligence contacts.² Until very recently, the FBI held Mr. Smirnov out as a “highly credible” source whose outing could endanger national security.³ Only after Mr. Smirnov reported that President Joe Biden accepted a bribe from a Ukrainian energy company in exchange for using his official position to oust the Ukrainian Prosecutor General did the FBI apparently take a hard look at this CHS. The Judiciary Committee has been examining the FBI’s CHS program in the wake of recent high-profile blunders,⁴ but this new information raises even greater concerns about abuse and mismanagement in the FBI’s CHS program.

The Committees have been investigating allegations contained in the now-public FD-1023 dated June 30, 2020. At each step in the investigation, the FBI represented to the Committees that the CHS was highly credible and that disclosure of information about the CHS could jeopardize national security. The FBI initially fought tooth-and-nail with House Oversight

¹ Associated Press, *FBI informant charged with lying about Joe and Hunter Biden’s ties to Ukrainian energy company*, POLITICO (Feb. 15, 2024).
² See Dan Morrison, *Indicted Biden accuser had ‘extensive’ contacts with Russian intel, prosecutors say*, USA TODAY (Feb. 20, 2024); Victor Nava, *FBI informant charged by special counsel David Weiss for allegedly making up Biden-Burisma bribery claim*, N.Y. POST (Feb. 15, 2024).
³ See Summer Concepcion, et al., *Comer cancels Wray contempt vote after FBI offers to let full Oversight Committee review Biden document*, NBC NEWS (June 7, 2023); Margot Cleveland, *Special Counsel Indictment Looks Just As Bad For David Weiss As The Charged FBI Informant*, THE FEDERALIST (Feb. 16, 2024). Also, see Transcribed Interview of Scott Brady, former U.S. Att’y, W. Dist. of Penn. at 96 (Oct. 23, 2023) (hereinafter Brady Interview).
Committee Chairman James Comer and Senator Chuck Grassley to produce the FD-1023, at one point even declining to acknowledge that the document existed.\(^5\) On May 22, 2023, a Deputy Assistant Director of the FBI’s Directorate of Intelligence briefed Oversight Committee staff on the FBI’s CHS program, emphasizing, “the importance of the FBI protecting not only the identity of a specific confidential human source, but also of protecting information that would have a tendency to identify the source, such as contextual material found in many of the kinds of investigative materials requested by the [Oversight] Committee, such [as] FD-1023s.”\(^6\)

While continuing to stall production of the FD-1023, the FBI represented that providing information about CHSes would hurt the FBI’s ability to “keep[] Americans safe.”\(^7\) On May 31, 2023, you had a phone call with Members of Congress about the Oversight Committee’s subpoena of the FD-1023, during which you emphasized the particular importance of *this* CHS, who we now know is Mr. Smirnov, to the FBI.\(^8\) You explained that it was important to protect the CHS’s identity not only for his personal safety, but also for the integrity of several investigations and prosecutions that relied on information that the CHS provided to the FBI.\(^9\)

On June 1, 2023, the FBI wrote to the Oversight Committee, explaining why it would only allow review of the FD-1023 *in camera* and stating that these protections help the FBI “maintain the confidentiality of this sensitive information . . . both in response to congressional requests and in court in criminal proceedings to protect the physical safety of sources and witnesses and the integrity of investigations.”\(^10\) On June 5, 2023, after the Oversight Committee noticed a markup to begin contempt of Congress proceedings against you for refusing to produce the FD-1023, the FBI provided a briefing and an *in camera* review of the FD-1023 to Chairman Comer and Ranking Member Raskin.\(^11\) During the briefing, the FBI stated that the CHS who provided the information documented in the FD-1023 was “highly credible,”\(^12\) had been used by the FBI for years, and had received “six figures” from the FBI.\(^13\) Further, the FBI represented

---


\(^9\) Id.


\(^11\) See Press Release, Rep. James Comer, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight and Accountability, Comer on FBI Briefing: Record Generated by Trusted Informant, Active During Obama-Biden Administration, Being Used in Ongoing Investigation (June 5, 2023); Press Release, Rep. James Comer, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight and Accountability, Comer Forces the FBI to Cooperate and Allow All Oversight Committee Members to Review Biden Bribery Record (June 7, 2023).

\(^12\) See Press Release, Rep. Jamie Raskin, Ranking Member, H. Comm. on Oversight and Accountability, Ranking Member Raskin’s Statement Following Review of Debunked FBI Tip (June 5, 2023).

\(^13\) See Press Release, Rep. James Comer, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight and Accountability, Comer Forces the FBI to Cooperate and Allow All Oversight Committee Members to Review Biden Bribery Record (June 7, 2023).
that the information the CHS provided to the FBI had and continued to be used in ongoing criminal investigations and prosecutions.\textsuperscript{14}

On October 23, 2023, the Judiciary Committee received testimony from former U.S. Attorney for the Western District of Pennsylvania Scott Brady related to the Department’s and FBI’s handling of the information provided by Mr. Smirnov dating back to 2017.\textsuperscript{15} Mr. Brady, whose office was charged with vetting Ukraine-related information provided by the public in 2020, said it was consistent with his understanding that the FBI determined Mr. Smirnov to be credible, and found the FD-1023 to have “indicia of credibility.”\textsuperscript{16} Specifically, Mr. Brady testified:

Q. The FBI has said that they had a pre-existing relationship with this source, as well as they had been used in multiple investigative matters, including during the Obama administration. Are you aware of those public statements from the FBI?

A. I’m not aware of those, but that’s consistent with my understanding.

Q. The FBI has also said that they’ve reviewed information that the CHS has provided and found them to be, quote, highly credible. Have you seen those public statements?

A. I have not, but that’s consistent with my understanding.

Q. And can you tell us about the process that your office went through to vet the information that’s now contained in this FD-1023?

\* \* \*

A. So we attempted to use open source material to check against what was stated in the 1023. We also interfaced with the CHS’ handler about certain statements relating to travel and meetings to see if they were consistent with his or her understanding.

Q. And did you determine if the information was consistent with the handler’s understanding?

\textsuperscript{14} See Press Release, Rep. James Comer, Chairman, H. Comm. on Oversight and Accountability, Comer on FBI Briefing: Record Generated by Trusted Informant, Active During Obama-Biden Administration, Being Used in Ongoing Investigation (June 5, 2023).

\textsuperscript{15} Brady Interview at 19-22, 90-91.

\textsuperscript{16} Id. at 19-20.
A. What we were able to identify, we found that it was consistent. And so we felt that there were sufficient indicia of credibility in this 1023 to pass it on to an office that had a predicated grand jury investigation.\(^{17}\)

Although the FBI and Justice Department received Mr. Smirnov’s information in 2020, it was only after the FD-1023 was publicly released nearly three years later—implicating President Biden and his family—that the FBI apparently decided to conduct any review of Mr. Smirnov’s credibility as a CHS.\(^{18}\) During the intervening period, the FBI represented to Congress that the CHS was “highly credible” and that the release of his information would endanger Americans. In fact, just last month, the Justice Department denied the Judiciary Committee full access to a FD-1023 dated March 2017, memorializing additional information received from Mr. Smirnov, asserting the need to protect sensitive law enforcement information.\(^{19}\) At no time did the FBI correct its representations to the Committees about the credibility of the CHS or the apparently baseless assertions that release of his information would endanger Americans.

This episode is just another example of how the FBI is motivated by politics. Since last year, Congress has relied on the FBI’s word that this CHS was highly credible, while not ever receiving his name or the full, unredacted FD-1023 form. The FBI’s noncooperation prevented the Committees from ever knowing Mr. Smirnov’s identity, speaking with him directly or indirectly, or independently assessing the credibility of the information he provided. Pursuant to the House’s impeachment inquiry into President Biden,\(^{20}\) as well as the Committees’ Constitutional oversight authority over the Department of Justice and the FBI,\(^{21}\) the Committees require documents and information related to the FBI’s handling of Mr. Smirnov and the information he provided to the FBI for over a decade. Accordingly, to further the Committees’ ongoing oversight, please provide the following documents and information:

1. Documents and information sufficient to show what criminal cases utilized or relied upon information provided by Alexander Smirnov;

2. Documents and information sufficient to show the total amount paid by the Justice Department to Alexander Smirnov during his tenure as a confidential human source;

3. All documents and communications referring or relating to the FBI’s validation of Alexander Smirnov as a confidential human source;

\(^{17}\) Id.


4. All documents and communications referring or relating to the FBI’s suspicion or awareness of wrongdoing or inaccurate reporting from Alexander Smirnov;

5. All documents and communications referring or relating to the request to U.S. Attorney David Weiss’s team to “assist” with “an investigation of allegations” related to the FD-1023,\textsuperscript{22} including but not limited to the date in July 2023 when this request was made; and

6. All documents and communications referring or relating to the investigation of Alexander Smirnov’s allegations documented in an FD-1023 dated June 30, 2020.

Please provide the information requested as soon as possible but not later than 5:00 p.m. on March 15, 2024. If you have any questions about this request, please contact Oversight Committee staff at (202) 225-5074 or Judiciary Committee staff at (202) 225-6906.

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

\begin{flushright}
James Comer  
Chairman  
Committee on Oversight and Accountability

Jim Jordan  
Chairman  
Committee on the Judiciary
\end{flushright}

cc: The Honorable Jamie Raskin, Ranking Member  
Committee on Oversight and Accountability

The Honorable Jerrold L. Nadler, Ranking Member  
Committee on the Judiciary

\textsuperscript{22} Smirnov Indictment at 29.